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In Brief...
Pesticides
to be sprayed
on campus

UM facility services
will be spraying pesticides
on some of the campus
lawns to control weed
growth Saturday, Sunday
and Monday between the
hours of midnight and 8
a.m.
ASUM President Chris
Warden said although
many students will leave
UM for the Memorial Day
holiday, the spray will be
applied at night to decrease
student contact with the
pesticide.
The Missoula County
Extension Office Chairman
Jerry Marks said he
doesn’t encourage people
to roll in the grass or eat it
for at least 24 hours after
it’s been sprayed, but that
there is no real acute
toxicity problem with the
normal weed control
sprays.
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Nitzschke withdraws as presidential candidate
By Zac Jennings
Kaimin Reporter
Dale Nitzschke, one of two fi
nalists for the UM presidency, has
withdrawn himself from considera
tion for the position.
Nitzschke is the president of
Marshall University in Huntington,
W.Va., and was selected, along with
Western Michigan University Pro
vost and Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs George Dennison, as
a finalist to take over for resigning
UM President James Koch on July
1.
Neither Nitzschke nor Dennison
could be reached for comment
Thursday.

The Board ofRegents was origi
nally scheduled to interview both
candidates today at a meeting in
Billings. According to the board’s
chairman, William Mathers, the
regents will not waive their ques
tioning of Dennison, despite the
fact that he is the only remaining
candidate.
“We’ll go ahead and interview

the one man and see what our feel
ing is there,” Mathers said.
“It puts the regents in a rather
difficult situation, I think.”
If the board votes not to offer
Dennison the job, the search proc
ess would have to be started all
over, Mathers explained.
If the regents are satisfied with
Dennison, a Montana native and
UM alumnus, the process could still
break down during salary negotia
tions, he said.
Rather than selecting new final
ists from among the four remaining
semi-finalists for the presidency,
an interim president would be ap
pointed for UM for the next year,
according to Mathers. A new search

would start sometime during the
1990-91 school year to find a per
manent replacement for Koch, he
said.
Diane Norem, a financial aid
officer and a committee member,
said that after Nitzschke’s with
drawal, she would recommend that
the regents select Dennison.
“The two people that we sent to
them were both excellent candi
dates,” Norem said.
Said Galen Hollenbaugh, a stu
dent member of the search commit
tee: “I hope the regents give him a
good, close look.”
Tom Power, the chairman of the
economics department, who also
See "Nitzschke," pg. 8.

Students to hold
meeting about
Prescott house
A group of UM students
will bold a meeting
Tuesday to solicit commu
nity opinion about the
Prescott house behind the
university.
Campus Drive curves
around the house and its
fruit-tree-filled yard at the
base of Mount Sentinel.
According to Director of
Facilities Services Hugh
Jesse, UM master plans
cal 1 for the suee t to be
straightened and the house
moved or razed.
According to Brendan
Moles, a graduate student
in EVST and one of the
organizers of the meeting,
people concerned about the
future status of the home
will be able to do some
“brainstorming” about al
ternatives to the
university’s plans.

MUSIC MAJORS Greg Meadors, a sophomore, and Shauna Kron, a freshman, practice their techniques outside of the
Music Building recently. Rain hindered any outside performance Thursday.
Photo Sonja Pu<lsatad

Vandals use Aber Hall elevators as outhouses
Residence halls director threatens to close lifts if vandalism doesn't stop
By Marlene Mchlhaff
Kaimin Reporter
If vandals continue to urinate in the elevators in Aber Hall,
the elevators will be closed at night, Ron Brunell, director of
residence halls, said Thursday.
The urine is causing a health problem because of the odor,
and is also ruining the carpet in the elevators, Brunell said.
As a result, Aber Hall Head Resident Chrissy Hulla issued
a notice Wednesday to all residents saying the elevators will
be closed at night when the front desk shuts down unless the
vandalism stops.
“I don’t want to shut the elevators off,” she said. “I just
want them to stop peeing in them.”
The vandalism has occurred four or five times in the last
week after the night watch left the front desk, Hulla said. The
front desk closes at midnight during the week and at 3 a.m. on
the weekends.
She added that the vandalism did not occur Wednesday
night after the notice was issued.
According to Hulla, a sign posted in the elevators warns
residents that vandalism may result in restricted use of the
elevators.
Brunell said closing the elevators at night would not be a
safety problem. In the case of a medical emergency, for

example, he said, residents can find an RA, who can go to the
front desk on the first floor of the 11-story dormitory, get the
key to the elevator, and activate it.
Also, he said it would not be dangerous for students to take
the stairs at night.
“The stairwells are well-lit,” he said.
Larry Watson, president of the Alliancefor Disability and
Students at the University of Montana, expressed concern
about the possibility of closing the elevators in the dorm
because it would restrict disabled access to the building.
Disabled people would have to makearrangements with
a resident assistant to get up or down the elevators in the
building at night, according to Rita Tucker, assistant director
of residence halls.
“Obviously, I’m not going to be too happy about shutting
any elevator,” Watson said, adding that there probably are
other solutions to the problem.
He said he plans to meet with Brunell and explain that
shutting down the elevators would be more thanan inconven
ience for people with disabilities — it would bean infringe
ment on their rights of access.
No disabled students live in Aber Hall, Brunell said, but
disabled access would be a concern if i t is decided toclose the
elevators at night.

UM to waive
fewer fees
for faculty, staff
By Amber L. Underhill
Kaimin Reporter

UM faculty and staff members who enroll in
school this fall will be paying more to attend classes
than they have in the past.
The Financial Aid Office waived about $100,000
more in tuition this year than last, said director Mick
Hanson Thursday, so UM decided to limit the
amount of fees it waives for faculty and staff.
The university now waives all fees for faculty and
staff members except $15 for registration and a
$25.50 building fee, Hanson explained.
The current policy allows faculty and staff to taka
as many credits as they want without paying tuition.
Those employees eligible for the complete fee
waiver are faculty or staff members who are on
salary and work at least 30 hours per week.
Under the new policy, UM will only waive up to
six credit hours worth of fees per quarter. Faculty
See "Waive," pg. 8.
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A dimmer Watt — most definitely
The man New Republic magazine called a “kinder,
dimmer version” of James Watt will be in Kalispell and
Billings on June 1, campaigning for Ron Marlenee,
Montana’s eastern district congressman.
Secretary of the Interior Manuel Lujan may indeed be
kinder than Watt, and he is certainly dimmer. But more
importantly, he is equally unfit for the job.
The first clue to Lujan’s fitness for the position came in
his first press conference. A reporter corrected the 20-year
member of the House interior committee about the payment
of royalties to the interior department by mineral compa
nies.
“We don’t get any money?” remarked the nation’s top
natural resource administrator. “Strike whatever I might
have said about all that. I didn’t know what I was talking
about.”
Since then, things have gone downhill with Lujan.
After an Exxon oil tanker split open last year in Alaska’s
Prince William Sound, spilling about 11 million gallons of
crude oil that killed thousands of birds and generally
screwed up the environment, Lujan addressed grieving
Alaska residents.
Comparing the disaster to the 1988 Yellowstone wild
fires, he said, “If the same experience holds true for Alaska
that held for Yellowstone, your tourism should increase this
year." Sensitivity is not Lujan’s strong point.

nee in

Lujan then said deploying fishermen with buckets would
be the “most effective” way to clean up the mess. Techmeal
knowledge is not one of Lujan’s strong points either.
In California, Lujan praised a mining company’s plan to
restore a landscape littered with cyanide-laden mine tail
ings. The company proposed to paint the tailings the same
color as the surrounding desert; Lujan said that would give
the area a “natural look.” Environmental awareness is, alas,
not one of the secretary’s strong points.
On May 11, Lujan took on the Endangered Species Act
in an interview with the Denver Post
“Do we have to save (an endangered species) in every
locality where it exists?” he asked. “Do we have to save
every subspecies?” Apparently, environmental law is not a
strong point for Lujan.
Next week, Montanans have the opportunity to let Lujan
know what his weaknesses are. The time is also right to ask
him to step down from office, something the “environ
mental president” is too much of a wimp to do.
Unfortunately, Rep. Marienee’s office did not know
Thursday exactly where in Kalispell and Billings Lujan will
speak. Marienee’s office number in Billings is 657-6753 give him a call to find out, and let him know what you think
of the interior secretary’s weak points.

-Tom Walsh

©|<H0

HOW MUCH STRESS ISTOO MUCH STRESS?

Memorial Day
The old people had a fear of being
buried in the ground. They believed their
souls would be trapped underground,
unable to attain the freedom of the spirit
world. Tree burials, therefore, were
common; the bodies, having been wrapped
in elk robes, were tied in scaffolds high in
the branches of large trees, usually
cottonwoods on fertile valley floors.
With the coming of the white colonial
governments, tree burials were forbidden.
It was easy to get laws passed forbidding
anything that reeked of “native ways.”
Indian Agents simply sent off a memo to a
Congressman verifying that a particular

Woody

native practice was “uncivilized” and,
presto, a law was passed forbidding the
practice.
For those natives who persisted in
practicing their ancestral ways, a method
was developed to deal with those who
bucked the system. Their food supply which at that time consisted of govern
ment rations - was cut off. You could
either come into compliance with the new
laws or starve.
Today, native dead are buried much as
white people are buried. There was an
interim period, however, that took into
account the fear of being buried and the
oppressive civilized laws. Natives have
developed ways of circumventing the
zaniness of Washington, D.C., lawmakers.

The new laws said bodies could no
longer be left in the open. So, tiny log
cabins were built and the dead were placed
inside the cabins, above ground. The law
was being obeyed, the bodies were no
longer out in the open. In reservation lingo
they came to be known as “ghost houses.”
As far as I know there are only a couple of
these lonely sepulchers left on the
Blackfeet reservation. The rest have
tumbled down and turned to dust.
One such “ghost house” sat high on a
ridge south of the Two Medicine river. It
was the resting place of Three Suns, a
Blackfeel leader of the Grease Melter clan
who went to his death fighting the
intrusion of white ways and beliefs. His
ceremonial items were placed in the cabin
with him.
When his wife and children died they
too were placed in the cabin.
Blackfeet believed that earthly items
placed with the dead were carried to the
spirit world. Natives were acquainted with
the consequences of stealing from the
dead. White graverobbers, however, had
no such qualms, which is why you can go
to museums in Sweden, France, Germany,
Japan and other countries and find
Blackfeet medicine bundles on display.
World-renowned sculptor Bob Scriver
owns a Thunder-pipe bundle. He does not
know how to conduct the ceremony so
depends on Blackfeet elder George
Kicking Woman to conduct the ceremony
for him. Scriver grew up among the
Blackfeet and recently put native artifacts
he has acquired up for sale. The sale price
is over a million dollars. Move over. Van
Gogh.
Why anyone who knows nothing about
a medicine bundle would want to own one
is beyond me. The dead must roll in their
graves to see these sacred items passed
around among wealthy western art
connoisseurs like so much chattel.
It will be a sad memorial day for
Blackfeet.

Woody Kipp is a senior
in journalism
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New admission standards may improve UM’s quality, director says
By Laurel McDonald

a 2.5 high school grade point aver

ence, such as economics, govern

school, but the number of exemp

Kaimin Reporter

age, a composite ACT test score of

ment or psychology.

tions is limited, he said.

20 or an SAT combined verbal/

Akin said new requirements may

mean less people will apply to UM.

•Two years of a lab science in

cluding earth science, biology,

math score of 800.

New admission standards being

chemistry or physics.

implemented this fall will create a

enrollment was a record.

Applicants who don’t meet ad

“It just remains to be seen”

mission requirements can still at

whether admission standards will

hurt enrollment, he said. The oppo

higher quality student body and may

An added requirement for UM

•Two years of elective credits.

tend UM part time until they have

make UM appear more prestigious,

applicants encourages students to

Out-of-state applicants who

accumulated 12 credits and a C

site could happen, he said, since

according to Mike Akin, UM’s di*

take more difficult classes in high

don’t meet the preparatory program

average. Or they can attend a com

admission standards may make UM

rector of admissions.

school, Akin said.

standards must meet two of the three

munity college for one year, then

appear more prestigious, resulting

admission standards, he said.

come to UM as a transfer student,

in an enrollment increase. But that

Akin said.

may be unlikely, since UM has

The College Preparatory Pro
UM has had open admissions

gram requires that applicants’ high
And Akin said that since 40 per

As of the end of April, the admis

quirement being that they had gradu -

•Four years of English.

cent of the UM student body is non-

sions office had received about 2,400

ated from an accredited high school.

•Three years of math, including

traditional, applicants who have

applications, Akin said, adding that

Whether enrollment is high or

And out-of-state applicants had to

algebra, geometry and any other

been out of school for more than

UM probably won’t receive a third

low next year, Akin said, the in

place in the top 50 percent of their

third year sequential math course.

three years will be exempt from the

of its applications until July and

coming freshmen will be better

•Three years of social studies,

requirements. Exemptions also will

August UM had received just a

prepared to succeed in college. And

But with new admission stan

including world history or global

be given, in special circumstances,

couple hundred more applications

that will encourage students to stay

dards, applicants to UM must have

studies and any other social sci

to students directly out of high

at this time last year, and last fall’s

in school, he said.

for in-state students -- the only re

school education consist of:

high school graduating class.

Upward Bound to celebrate 25th year at UM
By Melanie Threlkeld

program, and more than 1,900 students

Stannard said. Events include a college

Kaimin Reporter

have used the service since it began.

bowl, math and spelling bees, a track meet

Upward Bound will move into its new
M’s Upward Bound program is

U

losing its home on the comer of
Beckwith and Arthur, but that
won’t spoil this summer’s party that kicks
off the
program’s 25th year at UM.

home in Brandy Hall next month, Stannard

said, adding, “It’s primo space.”

The house that has been home to

be demolished or sold and moved, Kevin
Krebsbach, UM’s assistant director for

and a dance.

At the leadership conference, which is

Monday at UM. The ASUM Senate

Vang, a sophomore at Missoula’s Big Sky
High School.

cated the week to the memory of the

planning and construction, said, adding that

the United States, is a college academic
preparatory program for disadvantaged

prospective buyers. The vacant lot will

then be filled with sod, Krebsbach said,

said his family is originally from Laos.

high school kids, Jon Stannard, UM’s

and the current shrubs and trees on the

After high school, he said he hopes to go to

Upward Bound director, said Thursday.
UM’s program serves primarily American

property will remain.

engineering school in Washington state.

“Our goal is preparing students for col

lege success,” Stannard said. “And we’re

successful at iL”
Students are tutored in college prepara

at their Wednesday meeting dedi

Chinese students who were killed

bids are currently being taken from

last June 4 during a demonstration

Vang is the oldest of five children and

There are no plans from the current ad
ministration for a parking lot, he said, but

for freedom and democracy.

Activities on Monday and Tues
day include:

Vang said the students had to write an
— A memorial service on Monday

added “you never know what the next ad

essay and answer the question: “If you
could ask one famous person a question

at noon in the Library Mall. Mis

ministration will want to do with it”

what would it be?”

soula mayor Dan Kemmis, UM

Stannard started working for Upward

He said he chose President Truman to

Bound 13 years ago. He started as a

find out why he dropped the bomb on

tory classes year round and attend a resi
dential program at UM in the summer.
About 85 percent of the students who

counselor for the program’s summer

Nagasaki.

use the service at UM go to college,
Stannard said. However, he said, he

He said he is excited about this summer
because of the anniversary kick-off and be

doesn’t have records on how many

cause two high school students in his pro
gram will represent Montana at a national

students remain in school, adding that he’s

Tiananmen Memorial Week starts

Washington, D.C., by Great Falls High
School senior Theresa Micheletti and Toua

Upward Bound, a federally funded pro
gram with more than 400 chapters across

Indian and Hmong students.

tation, he said.

Tiananmen
Memorial Week
begins Monday

not solely for Upward Bound members,
UM’s chapter will be well-represented in

Upward Bound for the past five years will

always had a good academic repu

residential program as a UM undergradu
ate.

President James Koch and other UM
faculty will speak at the memorial.

-- A panel discussion on the

Micheletti could not be reached for

Chinese democracy movement on

comment.
Stannard boasts that of all the kids in the

Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the UC Lounge.

state who applied for the youth leadership
conference, Montana’s representatives

Hayes, political science; Professor

were from the UM chapter of Upward
Bound.

The panelists are Professor Louis
James Todd, art; Professor John
Wang, foreign languages; Professor

working on gathering those numbers.
To qualify for the program, students
must come from low income families

student leadership conference in Washing
ton, D.C., in June.

where neither parent has a college degree,

“UM for Upward Bound Friendship

celebration and the trip to Washington,

or have a handicap. Students can use the

Weekend” is scheduled for July 13,14 and
15 at UM.

D.C., must be raised by chapter members,
Stannard said, adding that he has gotten

political prisoners titled “The

Upward Bound programs have already

some generous donations from UM’s
administration. “The university has bent

UC Tuesday.

made reservations for the weekend,

over backward to help us,” he said.

program from ninth grade through their
“first college experience,” Stannard said.

About 55 high school students from
western Montana arc enrolled in the

The program’s summer celebration

Money for events like the anniversary

More than 300 students from regional

Cao Zheng, foreign languages, and

Yi-ping Li, a graduate student in
microbiology from China.
-- An informal exhibit on Chinese

Democracy Wall,” on display in the

BILL NORMAN
FOR SENATE DISTRICT # 28
Democratic Primary - June 5th

VOTE
BILL NORMAN ON EDUCATION:
’/ HAVE LONG SUPPORTED EDUCATION AND HAVE WORKED HARD TO OBTAIN ADEQUATE
FUNDING FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MY RECORD AS A STAUNCH ADVOCATE FOR
QUALITY EDUCATION FROM GRADE SCHOOL TO GRADUATE SCHOOL IS WELL ESTABLISHED."

BILL NORMAN - THE FACTS
•KNOWN FOR HARD WORK AND FAIRNESS
•LIFE-LONG DEMOCRAT
•PHYSICIAN
•MINORITY LEADER
•SENATE PRESIDENT IN '85 & '87 SESSIONS
Paid for by Norman for Senate. Margaret O'Bnen, SecTTreas J 630 Evans. Missoula

Letters
Letters of more than 300
words and letters not typed and
double spaced probably won't

be published.
Letters that don't include a
signature, valid mailing ad
dress, telephone number and
student's year and major will
not be published.
A letter should be on a
subject of university interest
and should state an opinion.

Shame on us
Editor:

As I watch the Congressional
deliberations that appear to be
leading to the demise of the
National Endowment for the Arts,
I can only say, “Shame on us,
America.” Reports out of Pat

May 25,1990

Williams’ office show that mail is

have allowed us to purchase

running 30 to one against reau
thorization of the NEA. This tells
me two things. First, the opposi
tion to the NEA is well-organized
and adept at getting their opinions
across to their elected officials. It
also tells me that supporters of the
Endowment are not so organized;
they have not been able to mount
a successful campaign on behalf

storage cabinets for our vast
collection of photographs and
prints. They have assisted our
efforts to publish catalogs of the
ceramic sculpture of Rudy Autio
and the Crow Indian photographs
of Fred Miller. Most recently, a
$75,000 Challenge Grant from
the NEA, which requires a three
dollar to one match, helped us to
build a half-million dollar
endowment which is still grow
ing. The cachet of the NEA tells

of the Endowment. What I do not
read in the mail is an overwhelm
ing national opposition to the
Endowment Over the past ten
years I have submitted grant
proposals to the NEA on behalf of
the University of Montana’s
Permanent Art Collection. NEA
grants have allowed us to restore
and conserve paintings by Alfred
Maurer and J.H. Sharp. They

Taste the best
Frozen Yogurt
in Town.
BASKIN
n©©

our supporters that we have a
program that merits national
recognition and is worthy of their

operation, the NEA has funded
84,000 grants. Of these, 20 have
set off controversies. Few other
government agencies claim this
level of non-controversial
support. Write Pat Williams.
Write the Congressman from your
home district If we as a people

allow the NEA to die, shame on

us.

Bryan D. Spellman
administrative officer, fine
arts

support With the limited state
resources we have available in
Montana, we could not do our job

Editor:

without NEA support. But our
case is a microcosm for the

I left the UC Monday after

Insanity

MOVIN’ ON?
MOVE EASY!
•ART

•COMPUTERS

•BIKES
•SKIS
And all your things in one
easy stop U.P.S., U.S.P.S.,
or by truck.
PACKING SUPPUES TOO!

W. S. Merwin
Peter Matthiessen
William Kittredge
Linda Hogan
Rick Bass
Gary Nabhan
K

OPEN MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND!
542-2731

1880 Brooks

noon on the way to my 4 p.m.
class. A man on a mountain bike
passed me on the sidewalk and
accelerated as he rode toward
Main Hall. As he passed the
comer of the UC at about 20 mph,
he hit a little boy and sent him
sprawling through the air. I
watched the boy fly and twist in
the air, land crumpled on the
sidewalk, and scream and cry as
he clutched at multiple cuts and
abrasions.
On behal f of those who use the
campus walkways I am compelled
to ask, “Must we wait until
someone is kil led or maimed
before we do something to stop
this type of insanity?"
John C. Lundt
assistant professor,
professional education

In recognition of the
Northern Light Institute’s
Conference on Nature and the Written Word
books by these featured writers
are discounted 30%
through Friday.

We pack and ship:

ROBBINS

Now there’s more to love usfor!

nation. The NEA has done
admirable work in supporting arts
organizations at every level of
American society. In 25 years of

4

The Shipping Depot
1916 Brooks
(by Little Caesar's)
721-8633
M-F • - A. SAT. 10 - 4

Southgate Station
(J.C. Penney Court)
543-3171
M-F 10-9, SAT. 10-7. SUN. 12-6

Bookstore]

FIJI
TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT
OF YOUR FALL LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS!

KA© EAE

KKT IIKA ATQ

BLOOD DRIVE
JOIN THE UM GREEK SYSTEM
IN GIVING BLOOD

Tues., May 25
Turner Hall
12-4 p.m.

PLAN AHEAD ...
Confirm your housing request for Fall
1990, May 14th-25th. Come to
Residence Halls Office at 101 Turner
Hall with your completed housing
application & $100.00 prepayment.
This is helpful for getting:
•The Dormitory YOU want
• Rooms of YOUR choice
•Roommates YOU request

AO

EN

LOE

<I>A© EX ©X AT

Arts
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Butch: Hi kids, welcome to one of the
very, very last editions of the Fun Club.
Sparky: Thai’s right A very short
time ago, Butch and I were informed that
we had earned enough credits here at UM
to graduate, and we’ve been asked to
please leave.
B: We’re more than happy to leave.
Don’t get us wrong. What we’re con
cerned about is how our absence will
affect our impressionable readers, young
and old alike. We’re familiar with what
happened when Mr. Hooper died on Ses
ame Street.
S: And so, that you all will be able to
deal with the hard, cold fact that we aren ’ t
going to be around anymore ever, we are
going to allow you to kill us off in the
manner you deem most appropriate.
B: Before you go grabbing at guns, we
don’t want you to really kill us. We want
you to figuratively end the lives of our
journalistic personas.
S: With that in mind, this week we are
announc ing the “BUTCH AND SPARKY
MUST DIE!!’’ essay contest
B: We want you, the readers, to help
Butch and Sparky go out with a bang,
maybe even literally.

Rpark ^junc(u6
Our experts
on everything

Butch and
Sparky
must die!!
S: The best part is, the winning essay
writer receives a prize! That’s right Butch
and Sparky will treat the winner to lunch at
the Mo Club, including all the beer you can
drink or that we are willing to pay for. We of
course will record all purchases for tax pur
poses.
B: Remember, if you’re a dork, please
don’t send us an essay.
S: The last thing we want to do is eat lunch
with a real Butt Hook--AND PAY!’!
B :If you think we’re pulling your Josh or
dangling your participle, let us assure you we

aren’t This is a teal contest, by God!
S: Runners up will receive a free tin of
Spam!
B: Like any contest of this nature, there
are rules.
BUTCH AND SPARKY MUST DIE!!
CONTEST RULES:
1. Your essay must contain all of the
following words or phrases:
a) “...when he was hit in the head with a
twinkie..,..”
b) “the Fun Bus"
c) “Elliott The Neurotic Beagle"

5

d) “Jim Beam”
e) “...anchors away...”
f) An eight letter adjective of your
choice
h) At least one verb per sentence
i) “...I concur most profusely. Sparky...”
j) “Duck”—You decide if it’s a noun or
verb.
k) “...you retentive little butt hook...”
l) “...they were living gods..."
2. Type your entry, or at least write it
like a human.
3. Turn in your submission at the
Kaimin office, Journalism Building room
206by Wednesday,May 30,10p.m. at the
latest
4. Limit the essay to one double-spaced
page.
5. Relatives should not apply. THIS
MEANS YOU, MOM!!

B: Again let us stress how absolutely
serious we are. We will print the winning
entry next Friday in this space.
S: Good luck everybody. Remain calm.
John “Butch” MacDonald and John
“Sparky” Firehammer are seniors in
journalism and they know who killed
Laura Palmer.

‘Beach Boys masterpiece, 'Bet Sounds,'finatty on CD
^’WHAT YOU’VE BEEN WATING FOR. ..

It looks as if Andy, the AIDS
patient in Gary Trudeau’s
“Doonesbury,” died yesterday. In
the last panel of Thursday’s strip,
we see the back of Andy’s head as
the sounds of“Wouldn’tlt BeNice”
from the Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds
album drifts from a stereo speaker
'next to his bed.
In previous days, we’d seen
Andy ecstatic with the CD release
of Pet Sounds -- singing along
with its harmonies.
Trudeau’s decision to voice his

db

db

NEW, LOW AIRFARES

db

$198-$298

db
db

APPLIES TO EVERYONE!

Availability is tight!
Don't miss your flight!

db

By John Firehammer
Arts Editor

enthusiasm for the album through
his character is understandable. Pet
Sounds, which inspired the Beatles’
Sgt. Pepper , is one of the most
innovative, beautiful pop albums
ever recorded. Its long overdue

release on CD took place this month.
Pet Sounds is the masterpiece of
Brian Wilson, the troubled and
eccentric leader of the Beach Boys
who was responsible for writing all
their great songs and creating their
sound. Wilson, fraught with mental
and drug problems, quit touring with
the group in 1966 when the album
was recorded. While the Boys were
on the road singing their repertoire
of girls, cars and surf songs, Wilson
remained at home in the studio,
crafting the lush instrumental tracks
of the album and putting down most
of the lead and backing vocals. The
See "CD," pg. 8.
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Cooperation improves Blackfoot and its tributaries, biologist says
By Nathan J. Olson
Kaimin Reporter

Improvements on the Blackfoot
River and its tributaries have been
increasing in recent years because
of land owner and private citizen
participation, a fisheries biologist
with the Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife & Parks said Thurs
day.
Don Peters said even though
cutthroatandbull trout populations
are low on the Blackfoot River and
its tributaries, cooperation between
the department, land owners and
private citizens is helping the trout
to recover.
Habitat restoration projects have
been overshadowed by the
department’s emphasis on changes
in the fishing regulations, Peters
said. This year, for the first time, it
is catch-and-release only for cut-

throats
throats and
and hull
bull trout
trout on
on the
the
Blackfoot River and its tributaries.
Peters said much of the damage
to the river and its tributaries was
caused by land owners who didn’t
know they were the root of the
problem. He said land owners and
private citizens have done things to
the river that they thought were
beneficial, such as building small
rock dams, but they actually harm
the waterway. In the long haul,
Peters said, the dams accelerate
sedimentation and actually decrease
spawning success.
Private citizens removing
streamside vegetation, which is a
prime component to fish habitat, is
another problem, Peters said. Cattle
grazing along the streamside is also
a problem. The cattle eat up all the
vegetation along the stream and
break down the banks, he said.
Until recently, Peters said, the

department
much par
nar-
department hadn
hadn’’tt seen
seen much
ticipation from land owners and
private citizens. “I think statewide
we’re getting more concern and
interest,” he said. “And I’ll tell you,
10 years ago we didn ’ t have anyone
[interested in helping].”
Paters said land owners and pri
vate citizens have become involved
because they have seen the drastic
decline in the fish populations on
the Blackfoot.
The Blackfoot Chapter of Trout
Unlimited, the Rock Creek Advi
sory Council, the Foundation for
Montana Trout and Forever Wild
are some of the groups that have
helped out, Peters said.
He said the Blackfoot Chapter
of Trout Unlimited has probably
been the most valuable group to the
Blackfoot River. “If anyone was
instrumental, they were,” he said.
Peters said the group put up

$15,000 in
in 1988
1988 to
to hire
hire two
sea-
$15,000
two sea
sonal field specialists to start a
preliminary assessment of juvenile
fish populations on the main river.
At the time, Peters added, the de
partment didn’t have the money to
put into the study. Last year was the
first year that an assessment was
done on the Blackfoot and its tribu
taries, he said.
A lot of chapter members own
land along the Blackfoot and are
also helping out by giving the de
partment access to the land, he said.
Paul Roos, vice president and
one of the founders of the chapter,
said the group was first formed in
the summer of 1987 as a response to
the problems of fish populations on
the Blackfoot.
Roos said the group asked the
department to tighten restrictions
on the river, but was told by the
department that could not be done

until an assessment was done and it
was proven that the restrictions woe
needed. So, Roos said, the group
was formed and a fundraiser was
started to raise money for the hiring
of the two field specialists.
The groups are helping with
work on spring creeks along the
river, which, Peters said, are im
perative for spawning trout The
creeks normally have stable flows
and water temperatures, ideal for
allowing fish to grow larger over a
longer period of time, he added.
“On the Blackfoot, we’ve lost most
of those spring creeks,” he said.
Another group that has helped in
the recovery of the trout popula
tions is the Rock Creek Advisory
Council. Peters said the department
isn’t involved in the restoration of
Rock Creek, but that “it is on the

See "Biologist," pg. 8.

Seeley Lake chain hot; bait your hooks and let fly
Greetings and salutations, fellow fisher
men. Once again I’m coming to you with a
fishing report that I hope will improve your
chances of filling your creel. All you have to
do is bait your hook and let fly.
James Brenner, my usual source, and an
employee of Bob Ward & Sons, was out of

Nate O’s Fishin’ Hole
By Nathan J. Olson
town yesterday, so I couldn’t talk to him. He
was fishing, no doubL However, I did talk to
Robert Jenni, local fishing idol and also an
employee of Bob Ward & Sons. I obtained
what secrets I could from him, and this is
what he had to say:
Harpers Lake, south of Seeley Lake, is

still producing planter rainbows in the 13inch range. He also said you will catch “the
occasional good one.” Salmon eggs and
nightcrawlers are working well. He also said
fishermen in float tubes using dry flies have
been having good luck.
Ninepipe and Kicking Horse Reservoirs,
on the Flathead Indian Reservation, are still
producing bass. Jenni said crank baits and
rubber worms seem to be doi ng the trick. He
said fish are averaging between 12 and 15
inches. Of course, you can’t keep any bass
between 12 and 15 inches because of the new
regulations. Boats arc not allowed on the res
ervoirs and be sure to purchase the required
permit if you plan on fishing there.
Last weekend the Big Sky Bass Masters
had a fishing tournament on Seeley Lake.

“Use it or
lose it!’’

Summer Jobs
IN

Virginia City, MT
Jwm® 7 Through Septtemlbeir 3>r 19®©
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE!
• Cooks

• Clerks

• Housekeeping
• Train Crew
• Wait Staff

• And More!
CaH 843-5471

According to Jenni, “Everyone caught fish.”
However, he said, the fishing was not “fast
and furious.” The bass were hitting on jigs
with pork rind. Action along the rest of the
Seeley Lake chain is also picking up, Jenni
said. These lakes include Placid Lake, Salmon
Lake and Lake Inez. Salmon and Placid Lakes
are just south of Seeley Lake. Lake Inez is
just north of Seeley Lake.
Jenni said if he were to go anywhere right
now, it would be Georgetown Lake, just
northwest of Anaconda. He said fishermen
are seeing a lot of action on the lake. Spoons
and bait seem to be working well for anglers.
Damsel fly nymphs and wooly worms are
working well for fly-fishermen. Fish are av
eraging in the 14- to 17-inch range, he said.
Lake Mary-Ronan, northwest of Polson,

is producing mostly kokanee. The fish are
averaging in the 10- to 12-inch range. Fisher
men have had the best luck jigging glow
hooks. Anglers also are hooking a few rain
bows in the 18-inch range, Jenni said. Fly
fishermen are catching quite a few cutthroats
on flies. They are having the best luck on
adams and blue dunn flies. Jenni said gray
number 12 flies seem to be working well.
Jenni said that the rivers aren’t hot right
now because the rain has caused them to rise
and become cloudy with sediment How
ever, he did say the feeder streams are good.
He also said fishermen should be ready
for the salmon fly hatch on lower Rock
Creek He said this should occur as soon as
the sun comes out.
Good luck fishing!

Classifieds
Personals

Support live muric in Missoula. Come see the
Coupn at the Rocking Horse this weekend.
5-24-2

The excitement ofBlade Dance! McGill Hall 104,
Fridays $-10pm, Sundays 5-8pm Drammen
welcome. 549-8575. 5-23-3

WE STYLE, YOU SMILE, POST OFFICE
BARBERSHOP. 549-4295. Broadway APattee.
5-24-6

Rhino Press:

Worried? Feeling down? Need to talk?
Confidential listening, referrals at Student WalkIn. Southeast entrance. Health Service, 9am-5pm,
Mon-Fri, 7-10 pjh. every night, staffing permitting.
Appointment unnecessary. 5-22-8

h's 4.00 Friday afternoon at the Rhinoceros In
walks Spike Anarchy and Marshall Stack, still
glowing due to the social defammation of Reverend
Gumby. As they casually ease into their stools and
warn Bob the bartender, “Bob, we're not here far
a good time. We're here for a long time.” Bob,
realizing that Spike and Manhall's expression of
a gratuity is maintaining proper nasal hygiene at
the bar, sighs in frustration. The two etiquette
depraved delinquents order two shots of
J^ureaister, and a pitcher cf the new dnft beer,
Ball Sail Ale. They glance at theT.V. only to see
that Jeopardy is on and start reading the categories;
Fungi I Have Known, Inflamations of the Week,
20th Century Decibel Violations, Narly Clothes,
Fermentation, Tattoos, and a bonus category of
Lawrence Welk’s Greatest Hits. Feeling in their
element, in walks a battered Cecil and Vulveeta .

“One Hundred Days of Summer” Block Party on
the street in front of the Rhinoceros from noon till
six, on Memorial Day. Promoted by K7J3QJ
KYLT, and sponsored by Coca-cola, Earl's
Distributing, Vann’s, and others. Prizes include;
a touring bike, a go cart, a CD player, CD's, Tshirts, and hats. Also live music (many bands) and
baibecues. 5-25-1

U.C. Market open until 10pm tonight Closed
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. 5-25-1

Pick up your Intramural forfeit fee at Campus
Recreation, Fieldhouse 201 if you did NOT forfeit
ANY games spring season. Refunds available
May29-June8,8am-5pm. This is the ONLY time
you can pick up your forfeit fee refund! 5-25-1
SKYDIVE, SKYDIVE, SKYDIVE!! This
weekend, Silvertip Skydivers are offering 1 stjump
classes Cost SI 35 for the first jump! Checkout
this sport. FFI258-6370. 5-24-2
Rider Wanted: Missoula-Denver-Houston.
Leaving June 7. Call Nick, 549-6326. 5-25-1

America’s top sales farce is recruiting graduating
•cmora in appt update majars foran exciting career
in insurance and securities. Call Career Services to
schedule an interview on May 24. Northwestern
Life/Baird Securities. 5-18-7
Easy summer matey. Donors needed. Earn up to
$100.00 per week, average $40 - $60 per week.
Healthymalesl8-35years old. Screening includes
free semen analysis & health testing. Be a part of
the only cryobank in the sute. For more informadoo,
call Sam at 728-5254, Tues-Thur. 8-5pm. 5-15-12

Pregnant? Need help? Free pregnancy test.
Confidential. Birthright 549-0406.
10-31-90

Help Wanted

"If they do, they'll win an eight gallon
keg, and here's the final hint .There's

eight different sized glasses in the
picture and both of ours hold a pint.
If you haven't made your guesstimate yet,

get on down to Worden's for more details.

ASUM Escort Service supervisor wanted. Must be
available for training during June. Apply ASUM
office. Deadline Friday, 5/25/90 at 5pm. 5-24-2
Nanny Opportunities - Salaries from $150-400/
week. Join the only successful nanny network and
experience growth with a great family on the East
Coast. For details call: Arlene Streisand, Inc. 1800-443-6428. Min. age 18, Min. 1 year
commitment 5-9-15

NANNIES required for East Coast families. Great
working conditions. Evenings & weekends off. 1 yr. contracts. Airfare paid. No fee. Min. $150.00/
week. More far experience. CLASSIC NANNIES:
1-800-663-6128. 4-18-19

1988 Ninja 600R. 7,000miles, runs perfect. 2,800
or best offer. 728-3653. 5-254

Automotive
1979 FORD ECONOUNE VAN. Rebuilt engine.
Mechanically in great shape. 273-2950, evenings
or leave message. 5-24-6
For sale: 1980 Ford Mustang 4-specd, manual
4 cylinder. Call 728-8361 after 9pm.
5-224

Clothing

Summer opportunities. Hiring seasonal workers
for US Forest Service. Office, forest workers and
fire fighters. Call Express Services at5420323 for
interview. Many other temporary and permanent
jobs too. 5-25-1

Attention Business and Comm, majors. Positions
available in business and sales for summer. We
offer free training, great experience & possible
college credit (5 hrs). $4,000-6,000probable. Call
Bill, 523-7846. Student references available.
5-18-5

Taking applications for summer and fall
interviewing/data entry. $S31/hour, part-time,
workstudy preferred. Call mornings,243-4657.
5-224
SUMMER HOURS. Agrowinghomecareagency
needs caring, enthusiastic people to work as care
givers. Must be available for all shifts & every
other weekend. Must have vehicle & phene.
Training provided. Apply in person at FIVE
VALLEY HEALTH CARE, 500 N. Higgins,
Suite 201, Missoula. 5-224

Winner announced May 31st in the Kaimin.
Advertising Representative for farm weekly
newspaper in Spokane. Advertising sales
experienceoradvertisingstudynecessary. Contact
Nedra Bayne, (509) 838-1792. 5-23-6

Morow computer: monitor, software, dual
floppy - excellent condition - $250. 728-5535.
5-29-5
Trek 830,1989, with accessories. Great condition.
Cadi Michael, 543-3349. 5-23-3

Used mountain bike, 21” frame, $250 obo. 7285036. 5-24-2
One-way ticket anywhere in continental U.S. on
Northwest. Use by 6/16. $125 obo. Lauren,
549-6041. 5-23-3

Mustsell: Sigma classical guitar,$150. 10 gal. fish
tank w/access., $75. (2) SOW speakers, $75/pr.
Call 549-3567, Abdu. 5-24-2
CHEAP GREAT CAR! LUGGAGE RACK! ’74
SUBARU WAGON. NEEDS WORKBUTRUNS,
ROARS, AND RAGES. $400. Make an offer.’

Roadtrips! Call 721-0389 fora wicked good time.
5-23-3
Moving, must sell IBM PC with monitor, printer &
surge. Also computer desk. Call 5434624.
5-224
One-way ticket to Chicago, June 9. Call Jen, 7212936. Leave message. 5-254

$14.00 per person covers: transportation, guides, and
all boat gear
DATES: Sat., May 12
Sat., May 26 or
Sat., June 2
REGISTER AT FHA 116
MAX. 28 MIN. 10

One-way plane ticket, St. Louis via St. Paul, 6-1190. Call Quia, 243-3788. 5-24-2

One-way airline ticket, Missoula to Denver,
Monday June 11th. $100. 721-6068, leave
meassage. 5-23-6
One-way ticket to San Francisco, leaves June
20th. $150.00. Call 7214261, leave message.
5-224
Airline ticket from Missoula to LA. with stop in
Salt Lake, leaves 7:05 am, June 12th. $125.00
obo. 549-1312. 5-17-6

Services
In terlor-exterior house painting - quality work,
reasonable rates, experience. Free estimates - Call
Pat, 721-5174. 5-23-3

Need a mechanic you can trust? UM Student, 19
yrs. experience. All work guaranteed. Reasonable
rates, 251-3291. Ask for Bob. 5-25-2

One-bedroom apt to sublet June 10-SepL 15. Only
1 block off campus! $200/month. Call 721-8576.
5-254

ASUM Escort Service will be closed this Sunday
and Monday. We will be back in service Tuesday
8:30-12:00. Call243-2777Sun-Thur. Haveasafc
Memorial Weekend! 5-24-2

One-bedroom apartment to sublet. Fully furnished,
utilities paid, close to university. $200 a month.
Call 728-0094 evenings. 5-254
NICE One-bedroom apartment to sub-lease, JuneSept. $225Anonth. All utilities paid! Furnished!
549-2918. 5-24-2

HEY! Need a place to stay this summer? $300. for
whole summer! Sub-let June 8 - Late Sept. Near
university and downtown. 721-2447. Keep trying.
5-234
Conservative family would like a young lady to
share their home. Room and board provided,
summer or year-round. $150.00 per month.
251-3291 evenings. 5-22-8

Efficiency Apartments available June 1st. See at
107 S. 3rd W. Office hn 1-2, Apt. #36.
5-23-6
House to sublet, June 15-Sept 15. One and a half
bedrooms,furnished, garage. MilcfromUM. $225/
mo. 243-2237,549-2164. 5-224

LOWER RATTLESNAKE One-bedroom
apartment across from park, $245. 728-1585.
5-224
NEED TO RENT STORAGE? T&T Rent-ASpace, 2615 Clark St., 728-6222. First come, first
served. 5-15-12.

Roommates
Needed

Blackfoot Whitewater Raft Trip
FEES:

Need rider. Bay Area or points between, 5/28ish.
549-7449, or 862-6338. 5-24-2

For Rent

434 N. Higgins *549-1293 (

A day rafting in the Blackfoot River in Montana.

Female to share nice 2-bedroom apartment. $150/
mo. dose to U. Non-smoker, most utilities paid,
laundry facility. Call 728-7083. 5-224

One-way ticket to Salt Lake City. June 7th.
Cheap! 273-6348 after 5:30. 5-25-2

Women’s Himalayan Imports Nepali clothing,
carpets, jewelry, handbags, scarves & accessories.
Rm. 601 Old Western Montana Bank Bldg., comer
of Broadway & Higgins. Hours llam-5pm,
Monday-Saturday. 5-22-4

16station workout machine. Uses resistance instead
of weights. Ideal size for dorm. $120.00. 7212378. 5-24-2

Need roommatefor lune to Sept. 2 bed apartment,
$124 month, utilities paid, furnished. 543-3308.
5-234

1986 Honda Elite Scooter only 1956 miles, very
economical 50 mpg. For further info, call 5422736. 5-23-6

Summer
Opportunities

For Sale

Mature, non-smoker. $133, utilities. 549-0832.
5-25-2

Transportation

Yellowstone KO A Campground in W.
Yellowstone, MT needs store clerics and
June -Sept. Fun job, good hours, no experience
required. Housing available. To inquire, call 1646-7607. 5-23-6

Summer employment: Delivery person, evenings
only. 15-20hrs. Must have reliable car. Good Pay.
543-4015. 5-25-3

7

Yamaha Maxmt - 650 only $950. I Ae new, low
miles. 721-5283. 5-224

“ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS! Start $11.41/
houri For application info, call (1) 602-838-8885,
Ext. M-4066, 6am-10pm, 7 days.” 5-24-5

‘What do you think, Bugs, will

guesstimation picture?"

Articulate and enthusiastic people to join the field
and fundraising staff of the campaign to re-elect
Sen. Max Baucus. Must be able to travel extensively
and work through September 1,1990. $200 plus
per week. If interested, stop by the UC from 10-3,
May 22-25, or call Page at 585-2453. 5-17-5

Motorcycles

Remember: Annual 1/2 price-$7 bag sale, Missoula
Used Clothing, 2005 South Ave. West.
543-5725.
5-23-3

Topfamilies in Maryland, Virginia and Washington
DC seek top quality childcare. Minimum one-year
commitment Families screened IN PERSON,
excellent salaries, transportation paid. Call
WHITE HOUSE NANNIES at 549-1622. Jobs
available immediately. 5-25-1

number of ounces of beer in our beer

Permanent part-time auditors needed. 10 key by
touch required. Starting pay, $5.00/hr. 549-1431,
Western Inventory. 5-16-7

386SXNEWSi 750.00-1 MB RAM/DOS.40 MB
HARD DRIVE, MONO MONITOR, VIDEO
CARD, 1.2 or 1.44 MB FLOPPY. 1YEAR
WARRANTY/MTS 406442-7772. 5-8-16

ALASKA cannery and fishing employment
opportunities. Secure that summer job. Save time
and effort. Complete directory. (206)771-3811.
4-18-17

WANIeD - Refined woman, outstanding college
student at least 20 years of age for cooking and
housekeeping atlargeLakeCoeurd’Alenesummer
home from approximately June 1, until September
20,1990. Seperate living quarters provided. Only
responsible and qualified need apply. Salary $900
per month. Write Mrs. H. F. Magnuson, Box 469,
Wallace, Idaho 83873, sending complete resume,
experience, qualifications. 5-22-4

somebody be able to guesstimate the
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SUMMER JOBS - VIRGINIA CITY,
MONTANA. Cooks, hotel clerks, housekeeping,
sales clerks, waiters, waitresses, yard crew, and
more. ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE.
CALL 1-843-5471. 5-18-8

Hr

Typing
Word Processing, Editing. Expert services for
manuscripts,thescs,resumes,coirespondence. The
Text Professionals. 728-7337. 3-30-37

Fast Accurate Vema Brown
543-3782. 3-29-38
Fast, efficient word processing with spell check.
Carol Junkert, 5491051. 4-17-28

Frazzled by footnotes? Let Wordcraft Word
Processing help. On-campus service. 5494621.
3-29-33

Lost & Found
Lost: Puntos de Partida Spanish book and notes.
Notes are very important Please turn in to J 206.
Thanks. Mindy. 5-24-2

LOST ANYTHING? The Kaimin office has
textbooks, notebooks, keys, glares, wallets,
watches, calculators, coats and cups . . . claim
yours at 206 Journalism. 5-2-15
Lost: Blue polypro gloves, white palm, right
hand. Brendan, 6273. 5-25-2
Lost: Text - Drugs, Society, and Human Behavior
in Social Scienceor LA Building. Iffound, please
caB 721-2961. 5-25-2

Missoula
ATHLETIC CLUB
WORK OUT FOR
A DOLLAR DAY
99 days of Summer Fun for

$99!
Special low rate membership
at the Missoula Athletic Club
(June 8-Sept.l4) Aerobic
Classes, Weights, Nautilus,
Pools, Steam Room, Dry
Sauna, Spas. Free Babysitting
and more. Only $1 per day.

OUTDOOR PROGRAM 243-5172

kk

Other Membershipoptions
Apply $99 toward your
initiation fee and recielve
July and August dues FREE!
1311 East Broadway
Look for the big. white bubble
or Call 728-0714

8
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Waive

to the load, the UM employee would
have to pay a total of more than
$ 150. Normally, it would cost more
than $450 for Montana residents to
take 10 credits.
The plan was one of the many
recommendations Hanson made to
President James Koch to help limit
the number of mandatory fee waiv
ers, he said.
Currently, the Board of Regents
allows the university to control
tuition waivers for groups such as
scholarship recipients and teaching
assistants. Native American fee
waivers and waivers for veterans
are mandated by the state Legisla
ture and cannot be limited by UM.
Hanson said every faculty and
staff member will be receiving a
letter explaining the policy changes
and the reasons behind them.

from page 1.
and staff members will have to pay
$25 per credit if they take more than
the limit. The other schools in the
Montana University System plan to
implement the same policy, accord*
ing to Hanson.
He said less than 30 people at
UM would be affected by the pol
icy change.
Hanson was unsure exactly how
much money UM would save next
year because of the changes. He
said every year more faculty and
staff members take classes, and UM
would have to grant even more
waivers if the numberof employees
taking six credits or less increases.
A faculty or staff member taking
six credits this fall will have to pay
about $53. To add four more credits

CD------------------from page 5.

rest of the group returned home to
fill out the sound and the result was
a classic album that expanded the
boundaries of pop music.
While the Beach Boys* early
recordings celebrated youth, hang
ing out and the beach, this new
album was full of songs about grow
ing older, alienation and loss of
innocence. Wilson was listening to
Bach while writing the album and
the songs have a baroque, canon
like quality. Instrumentally the
album sounds like nothing else. The
songs feature many layers of piano,
harpsichord and organ, as well as
percussive effects ranging from

Biologist-----------

tympani, sleigh bells, bicycle bells
and empty Coke cans. The album
ends with the sound of Brian’s dogs
barking.
The CD reissue features three
bonus tracks including: out takes
of Brian laying down harmony
overdubs, “Hang On to Your Ego,”
which ended up being called “1
Know There’s an Answer” in its
final rendition, and an instrumentai
out take.
Pet Sounds is an album you
would want along if you were
stranded on a desert island. This is
music to lose yourself in; a perfect
antidote to stress, boredom, loneli
ness and, in the case of
Doonesbury’s Andy, pain.
fishing license sold in the state goes
into this fund.
Roos said his group has some
goals which they think will help
resolve the current problems with
the fish populations. He said work
ing with, educating and getting
cooperation from land owners, is
one of them. He also said his group
hopes to lobby the Montana Legis
lature for more money to cany on
the current fisheries studies.
“The key to recovery of the
Blackfoot River is improving re
cruitment to the river, such as spring
creeks,” Peters said.

from page 6.
agenda.” He said that the group is in
the process of purchasing a ranch
that has a spring creek on it. This
particular creek runs into Rock
Creek, he added.
These groups are not the only
sources of money for the recovery
projects. Peters said that the depart
ment receives a lotof money through
private grants from foundations and
from private citizens. The depart
ment also receives money through
the Habitat Restoration Fund. Pe
ters said that 50 cents from every

from page 1.
served on the committee, said that
Dennison would be “a terrific presi
dent.”
Power said that he spoke for a
minority in the committee, but, “I
thought (Dennison) was definitely
the more qualified of the two.”
“It’s not breaking my heart” that
Nitzschke withdrew. Power said. “I
thought he was more glitz and shine
than substance.”
“I think we’re real lucky” that
Dennison may be UM’s president
next year, Power added. “We did a
lot of screening... and almost eve
rybody supported his name going
forward.”
Thomas Topel, a regent from
Billings, said he will disregard the
consequences of not choosing
Dennison when he votes.
“If, in my opinion, I don’t be
lieve Dennison is the right man,”
Topel said, he will vote against the
administrator from Michigan.
Mathers said the board will re
spect the fact that UM’s Presiden
tial Search Committee felt Denni
son was worthy of the presidency,
but the regents will make up their
own minds.
“If he’s the type of man that we
want to head up the University of
Montana, and we feel comfortable
with him,” then Dennison will be
offered the job, Mathers said.
Mathers, Topel and some mem
bers of the search committee ex
pressed disappointment that
Nitzschke had dropped out.
“I’m sorry that it happened,”
Mathers said. “I understand he is a
very fine individual and very ca
pable.”

Correction
The Kaimin incorrectly

identified the football player
in the photograph on Page 1
as Mike Monastime. His
name is Marc Monastime.
The Kaimin apologizes for

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Your Camping Headquarters I
Tents by AVID, AMERICAN CAMPER,
EUREKA, KELTY, STANSPORT & MORE!
A
A
A
A

A-Frames
Bivies
Domes
Geos

x

$19.95

Chris Warden
ASUM President
Remember the Square!
ASUM, along with the sponsorship of the Chinese
Students Association and the UM Chapter of Amnesty
International, have scheduled a week full of activities in
memory of the students who died last year in the Chinese
pro-democracy movement. Beginning Tuesday, a num
ber of activities will be kicked off across campus, culmi
nating the following Monday with a memorial service to
be held at noon between the University and the Mansfield
Library. Speakers at this event will include Missoula
Mayor Dan Kemmis, UM President James Koch and many
distinquished student and faculty speakers.
The schedule for the week is as follows:

Panel Discussion
Topic- "The Chinese
Democracy Movement"

Tuesday, May 29
7:00 p.m.
University Center Lounge

The Democracy Wall
Exhibition on Chinese
Political Prisoners

Tues, May 29-Fri, June 1
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Between UC and Library

Tiananment Revisted

Pictorial Exhibtion
of China

Wednesday, May 30Thursday, May 31
9:00 .am.-4 p.m.
University Center Mall

Tiananmen Memorial
Service. Open Public
Memorial Service

Monday, June 4
12:00 noon
Between UC and Library

Do you have a complaint against a faculty mem
ber or a University Administrator? If so, ASUM has a
service for you. As your ASUM Student Complaint Offi
cer, I am your official representative for handling student
complaints. I am also a full time student, so feel free to
stop by my office in U.C. 105 and discuss your complaint
with me.

Pete J. Aklestad
Student Complaint Officer
CRASH - BANG !!! This week's top recyclers
are: the fun-loving staff, especially Carol and Sheila, in
the controller's office. Keep up the good work folks!

$29.95

Starting at

Although most of you will be leaving campus
for the upcoming summer session, ASUM will be open
and providing its regular services during the summer
months. Regular office hours will be 7:30-4:00. Also,
Alice, Doug and I will all be maintaining office hours
during the summer. Unfortunately, ASUM and the
University Center will be closed August 13-25 for an
nual building maintenance. So stop by and see us this
summer—we'll be happy to have the company!

Recycler of the Week:

Starting at

Welcome Aboard

SLEEPING BAGS for all Weather
• Everest Elite
• MZA
• Slumber jack

Have a Great Summer!

Don’t take the law into your hands,
take them to court.

the error.

DO IT RIGHT
----------------- —

FRIDAY |
LETTER |

Nitzschke--------

• Wenzel
• Apache
•Academy Broadway

Backpacks

ASUM is proud to announce the new Montana
Kaimin editor and business manager for next year. Our
new Kaimin Editor is Tom Walsh, a graduate student in
journalism. Our new Kaimin Business Manager is Lisa
Roberts, a junior in communications. Welcome aboard
Tom and Lisa! Both can be reached by calling the
Kaimin offices at 243-6541

ASUM SENATORS

For the Bikers
Titan-10 Speed SIS ShiflersCro-Moly Frame
Titan - 18 Speed SIS Shifters Cro-Moly Frame
Titan Rock Crusher - 5 Speed. Cro-Moly Frame
Ross Mt. Hood 18 Speed SIS Shifter Cro-Moly Frame
Bio-Pace Crank
Downtown
322 N. Higgins
721-1315

ARMY/NAVY
ECONOMY STORE
OPEN SUNDAYS 10-5:30 P.M.

$149.95
$299.95
$119.95

$349.95
M - F 9 - 7:30
SAT. 9 - 5:30
SUN. 10 - 5:30
Paidfor by ASUM

